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Dedicated to all those who’ve still got the urge for going when the leaves are falling on the ground

PART ONE – Moving on
Following the Tao - a rough guide
© Shers Gallagher

My first teaching term in Beijing I thought I could master at
least what I nicknamed 'Yellow Cab Chinese', meaning
basic words and phrases I'd need to know to get around the city in a taxi, on a bus or riding
the metro. These would be words like 'turn right', 'turn left', 'go straight' and 'stop here'.
Rudimentary communication, in other words, is necessary for one not wanting to end up on
the other side of town when going shopping at the mall. Yet after only a few weeks of class I
was knocking my head against a wall because of hearing myself mixing up my newly spoken
Dutch with the Mandarin I was trying to speak. I had immigrated to Holland four years before
accepting another international teaching assignment, and one of the requirements of
immigration was to pass a language state exam before being allowed citizenship. Having
successfully done so had freed me to again accept assignments to teach abroad. Yet the mix
up I was now suffering with Chinese is one, I've since been told, that often happens when
learning a new language after recently acquiring another. Needless to say, I had to drop the
course out of my own frustration and rely on guides and/or words written down on paper next
to Chinese characters that I could just point to. "Here! Here!" I'd say to my perplexed looking
driver. "I want to go here!" And I would rudely point to the characters of my destination in my
Chinese phrasebook. Admittedly, it was embarrassing but a way to be out of necessary.
Otherwise, the drivers would only yell at me to get out of their cab and I'd be left to my own
devices, which weren't always clever in unfamiliar territory.
For the Westerners' convenience, what is called 'pinyin' is a phonetic breakdown and
Anglicised spelling of Chinese words and their characters. Properly pronouncing even basic
Chinese is another 'kettle of fish'.
Only when I returned to China for another teaching term did I re-enlist in a course and
attempt to at least learn how to count and get my tones right. Learning to count is not just a
simple 'one, two, three'. No, you must also know the proper hand signing, which is different
than what one does in the West. Local vendors use a lot of body language too, some of
which I'll never need to know. Counting, however, is a must when dealing with the locals.
And this too can prove initially difficult. The number 8, for example, is pronounced: bā, which
is a flat tone. And its hand-signing looks to me like I'm shooting a loaded gun at whomever
I'm communicating with - totally inappropriate in my land. And if this isn't unnerving enough,
try going into the higher digits with your hand-signing. Or, for that matter, make some change
with your coinage!

Chinese is a lovely language regardless of all the painful attempts to master it. The art of
learning its basics to me is a lesson in contemplation and patience. It is the understanding of
a cultural perspective that each year I am there I try learning as much as I can soak in and
be enriched by. Chinese is also full of many syllables, its consonant/vowel rules are so very
different from any Western language, be it Germanic or Latin based. This Asian alphabet is
not one we Westerners tend to recognise either, its characters deriving from age old
pictograms, having merged to form meanings from hundreds of combinations. Standard
Chinese only embraces a small portion of them. Mind-boggling, yes, but quite intriguing for a
linguist is the very way in which one pens a character. Certain rules must be adhered to
when, say, making a top/down, left/right, lift and stroke. And don't even think about stopping
in midstream and lifting your pen off the page. It isn't an easy 'dash', 'dot', 'cross your line'
and there you go. This is simply NOT done. Not at all. When attempting Chinese one has no
choice but to delve into the cultural perspective of the Tao. Only in this way is such a
colourful form of communication only begun to be understood.

1

= yī [ye]

2

= èr

3

= sān

4

= sì [sur]

5

= wŭ

6

= liù [lyoh]

7

= qī [chie]

8

= bā

9

= jiŭ [lyoh]

10 = shí [shur]

This Valley
©Shers Gallagher

I come to this valley,
its light and shadows
are opening wide
my once locked and cancerous mortality.
These days,
there's not much that’s privately left to lose.
My daily walks and shuffles
present such clarity
of how the haze sets
in the finest gauze of airbrushed hues,
so model perfect
that even now I blush.
Dusty paths of uneven earth
grown over with sticks and stones
and clumps of weeds
are those I stumble upon
while tripping not so deftly as before
in my cobbler's make of protective shoes,
my having worn out heel and toe
on recent jaunts across shrinking oceans
and soulless seas.

Family Money Laundering
©Shers Gallagher

The early years of Dad’s attempts at ‘how to succeed in business’ often left his young wife
alone to fend for herself while he ascended the tactical rungs to financial success. Growing
up in the midst of this restless spirit - this ‘here but not here’ financial wizard of a father - I
was keenly aware that the man’s decisions and our being affected by them had little to do
with personal passion but more to do with calculated determinations to make something of
himself. And it wasn’t so much the money he was after, though he did seem to appreciate the
good things in life, like buying himself a twin engine Cessna while still living a very middleclass lifestyle. I would honestly say what drove him was more a desire to make his mark in
this world. After leaving the airline industry, once a young pilot for TWA, he invested himself
in sales and ended up District Manager of the western half of the United States for Walker
Manufacturing out of Racine, Wisconsin, the automotive industry then a booming one. Yet
the impact of such a rapacious thirst for success left especially us eldest siblings feeling like
rootless gypsies as we moved from state to state, neighbourhood to neighbourhood and
school to school. My brother was good looking and popular. I was withdrawn and stayed
closer to home. Funny then that I ended up the performer in the family, which I left abruptly in
early adulthood after I was nearly done in by it. But that’s another story.
Memories of our household in my childhood were of a rather chaotic one, my mother being
so very young and yet cheery in the midst of her snivelling brood and absentee husband.
And among the many incidents growing up, one in particular sticks in my mind, which was
shortly after our move to Columbus, Ohio where my third sibling, yet another boy, was born.
Dad was away on one of his longer term business trips and my eldest brother and I had just
come home from school, our hands and mouths stained with berry juice from the heavily
laden vines growing along the path between house and primary school. When we entered
the living room we spied our mother busily diapering little brother and singing away, sounding
like Doris Day in ‘Please Don’t Eat the Daisies’. Middle brother was nowhere in sight, but I
suspected he was upstairs playing because, though chaotic, ours wasn’t a negligent mother
who seemed to always know our approximate geographical whereabouts. And she instructed
us to go into the kitchen, as she’d just baked a fresh batch of chocolate chip cookies. The
plumber was there too, having fixed a leaking pipe and would pour us some milk if we
wanted to join him in washing them down.
Feeding the help, a practice common to those surviving America’s depression years, was
nothing new to us kids. Or maybe it was just Mom’s Irish blood that held fast to this strong
desire to feed the world to combat the dread of hunger. All I knew then was to plop myself
down at the kitchen table and let the smiling stranger with dirt under his nails pour me a glass
of milk as I helped myself to the plate of still warm cookies. Mom wasn’t far behind. After
diapering junior, she joined us and poured the plumber and herself more coffee while having
a good laugh at his recanted tale about one of his recent antics. But she soon had one of her

own. When she went to fetch her purse to pay him the cash owed, those being the days
when few wrote cheques and even fewer used credit, her wallet was nowhere to be found.
The bro and I were then given the mission to search out every nook and cranny till finding it
while Mom scratched her head and poured more coffee. The man patiently waited till
suddenly the middle brother was heard whistling upstairs. Apparently he’d been at the
bathroom sink all this time washing what he claimed was dirty money, and he wanted to
make it clean for the plumber working on our pipes. Our poor mother had to slap the wet bills
on the counter and try her best to towel dry each one before the man scooped them all up,
not with anger but with laughter. And it was a big old belly laugh I heard, much like Santa’s,
but now with newly laundered money.

To Daniel – the Unsung Hero
©Shers Gallagher

I am not a brilliant soul although I’ve often wished to be.
And I was not born beautiful in a handsome family.
But that’s just me….
Still, what I have is a hearing heart seeing through all your novelty,
your wilful stares and half-cocked smiles if especially lied to constantly.
For the unsung hero seeks no fame,
and your scars come with tarnished armoury.
Yet you've great cause to live out life
despite all its painful tragedies.
And I see you now, your kindly eyes,
red-rimmed with shades of misery
and a grieving for the dying dead,
of which you’ve chosen not to be.
And so, I have to say, that I dearly love the blemished soul within
that bends from that which pulls us down and attempts to do us in.
To you, the one with dancing heart and dreams of love and laughter,
from here on in I wish you much joy and a life full of happy ever after.

